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The Banquet; a delightful mélange

Our Master with principal guests and officers of the Company

an there be greater joy in our Livery lives than to be seated in
the Egyptian Hall of the Mansion House, surrounded by good
friends and listening to the Post Horn Gallop? This year it was
particularly magnificent as the two horn players descended into the
hall and engaged in a “competition” across the hall. The evening
was, of course, the delightful melange of great style and pomp with
the family atmosphere of the company in celebration that is so
typical of the Fruiterers.
The banquet is a particularly important evening each year for the
recently installed Master. It is his first Company function and the
greatest one of his year. The Master fashions the banquet in his own
manner, choosing the menu, the music and the Company’s guests.
All were a triumph. The cuisine at the Mansion House seems to get
even better each year. The Master, a Fruiterer to his very soul, was
not content that the dessert should contain only one fruit, so both
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apples and pears were featured. The music, by the London
Banqueting Ensemble, was excellent and the programme contained
some popular favourites, such as Jerusalem and Land of Hope and
Glory. Certain Past Masters, who for discretion will not be named,
were so enthused that they led a sing along from the Top Table. Is
this a first for a banquet?
We were honoured to have such a distinguished group of
company guests. The Lord Mayor, Alderman the Lord Mountevans
and the Lady Mayoress with the Sheriffs and their consorts led our
guests. Our principal speaker was the Baroness Scotland, a former
Attorney General and the Commonwealth Secretary-General
Designate. She takes up this role in April. From the Church, we had
the Archbishop of Southwark, The Most Revd. Peter Smith, and the
Bishop of Arundel and Brighton, The Rt. Revd. Richard Moth. The
armed forces were represented by our own three musketeers and
their guests: Vice Admiral Jonathan Woodcock, the Second Sea Lord,

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Thu 5 May

Golf Day

Kingswood GC

Thu 19 May

Audit Court Dinner

Fishmongers’ Hall

Thu 2 June

Royal Bath & West Show

Shepton Mallet

Tue 21 Jun

5.45-7.30 p.m.
Central Criminal Court

Old Bailey

Fri 24 Jun

Election of Sheriffs

Guildhall

Thu 30 June

Tree Planting Garden
of the year

Caerhays Castle,
Cornwall

Fri 8 –
Sun 10 Jul

Cherry & Soft Fruit Show

Detling

Sat 16 Jul

Summer Court Dinner

Painted Hall,
Greenwich

Thu 29 Sep

Election of Lord Mayor

Guildhall

Mon 10 Oct

Informal Carvery Lunch

Ironmongers Hall

Musketeers with the Master

TerraceFruits.com
The Home of Beautiful Fruit Plants for Pot, Terrace & Patio growing.
At TerraceFruits.com we sell an array of high quality fruit trees and plants,
from the stunning flowering Iford Cherry to the classic Victoria Plum.
TerraceFruits.com is honoured to sponsor this issue of The Fruiterers Newsletter.
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Loving Cups shared between the
Lord Mayor and Rita Bellamy-James,
our Master & Lady Mayoress

and Major General Patrick Sanders,
General Officer Commanding 3rd (UK)
Division. Sadly, our Air Force guest, Air
Vice Marshall Gavin Parker, Air Officer
Commanding No. 2 Group RAF, was
prevented from attending by illness. From
the diplomatic world we were joined by Ms
Janet Charles, the Acting High Commissioner for Dominica, (the home country
of Baroness Scotland). Baroness Hale, the
Deputy President of the Supreme Court,
and His Honour Judge Marks QC, the
Common Serjeant, represented the
judiciary. It was also very good to have with
us the Masters of a number fellow Livery
Companies, the Butchers, the Coopers,
the Gardeners and the Farmers.

Master, Master Elect and Wardens outside the
Innholders’ Hall

The Lord Mayor addresses the diners

The Master presented the Lewis Award
to Nicholas Marston, praising his work in
the development of strawberry varieties and
their marketing. The Master’s speech
focused on the traditions of the City and
our company’s place within them. In neat
counterpoint, the Lord Mayor responded by
mentioning the Presentation of Fruit, its
importance and the valuable charitable
work of the associated fruit gifting
programme. Baroness Scotland, a longstanding friend of both the Master and Rita
Bellamy-James, spoke charmingly of how
she had acted as cupid in encouraging the
start of their relationship many years ago.
If her initiatives as Secretary-General of the
Commonwealth are as sound and long
lasting, she will do very well indeed!

Fruiterers gather at St Mary Abchurch

Baroness Scotland replies on behalf
of the guests

This banquet is the first to have been
organised by our new Clerk, Lieutenant
Colonel Philip Brown, and what a splendid
job he did. All ran exceedingly smoothly
and his efforts were greatly appreciated, as
evidenced by the enthusiastic rousing
cheers when he rose to give the Company’s
toast at the end of the evening.
We all departed cheerfully after a first
rate evening, with further cheer to come, as
we were clutching miniatures of fruit
liqueurs, generously presented by Liveryman
Will Parry of the Wessex Wild Plum
Company. One wonders how many arrived
home full – the temptation to drink them
on the journey was intense!
Piece written by
Past Master Steve Bodger

Rupert receives his Past Master’s
Jewel from Stephen

QC receives baton from Naval Commander
ne of the comforting traditions of our
Company is the handover each year
of responsibilities on St Paul’s Day.
Continuity is assured as one very capable
Master passes on the baton to his
successor at the Innholders’ Hall, following
a stimulating service at the Fruiterers’
mother church of St Mary Abchurch. The
sermon was delivered by an old friend of
the Master the Very Rev Dr Christopher
Lewis, formerly Dean of Christ Church
Oxford. Both had served in the Senior
Service and obviously share a similar sense
of humour.
Rupert Best, the outgoing head, has
steered a very interesting course in a year
characterised by some highly apposite
events and visits. A verbal accolade to his
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successful navigation through 2015 into
2016, was given at luncheon, by Past
Master Laurence Olins. The positive
tributes were factual, well-earned and
mostly injected with a sprinkling of good
humour which has been a hallmark of our
cider apple grower and ex submarine
commander. He brought his experience of
life below the waves and as a steward at the
Royal Bath & West to managing the
Fruiterers in a competent and professional
manner. We are fortunate to have an
equally able pair of hands to take the helm
for the forthcoming twelve months.
Stephen Bellamy-James is a highly
successful member of the judiciary with a
distinguished career in legal circles. We
look forward to enjoying his calendar of
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events which includes the visit to Stratfordupon-Avon for a celebration of the ‘Old
Bard’s’ 400th anniversary and a tree
planting.
On the same day that Stephen adopted
the mantle of Master, Dennis Surgeon
moved to Upper Warden and we
welcomed John Warner as Renter Warden.
As always the Beadle, staff and caterers
at Innholders supplied an impeccable meal
and warm, friendly service and this was
acknowledged in the speeches.
Liverymen journey home from the City
after St Paul’s Day with a sense of
appreciation from the mission achieved, of
heightened anticipation for the year ahead
and sentiments of family bonding from the
comradeship renewed.
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HONORARY ARCHIVIST
Source: Surrey Advertiser, Surrey, England
Saturday 03 February 1945
mong the Fruiterers’ Valuables is “Item
28” which can be seen each year at the
Annual Banquet.
The three tier Epergne which was
presented to the Company by the Poupart
family in memory of Liveryman John Poupart.
Although the Fruiterers’ court minutes do
not exist for this period, newspaper reports
from this era indicate that having been
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installed as Renter Warden on St
Paul’s Day 1945 he sadly died
a day later on 26th January.
In 1968 the late Past Master,
Alec Poupart and the then Clerk,
David Hohnen, established the
custom of providing a pineapple for
the top tier at the Annual Banquet
which is the Master’s Privilege to take
home with him.
John Poupart was the founder
of T J Poupart Ltd, which

became one on the most respected
businesses in Covent Garden with
branches nationwide.
In recent years, Poupart Ltd has
been under the direction of the
Olins Family.
The Worshipful Company of
Fruiterers are most grateful to Past
Master Laurence Olins for his
generosity in providing the
finance for the recent
restoration of the Epergne.

The three tiered Epergne
at the Banquet
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City Perspective
(The views expressed by Dr Gerard Lyons in this piece are not
necessarily those of the Worshipful Company of Fruiterers or the
Editorial Staff)

because they currently receive
EU funding and are worried
that they will lose this. These
include some farmers, students, universities that receive
science grants, and others. They don't seem to realise we give the
EU the money in the first place!
The UK is the third biggest financial contributor to the EU. Last
year we gave £17.8 billion and after the rebate (that Mrs Thatcher
won) and spending in the UK is taken into account the net amount
we gave was £8.5 billion. The amount varies from year to year, and
can sometimes be higher.
If we left not only would we save this £8.5 billion, but the reality
is we would better decide how to spend the £17.8 billion.
In the first two years nothing changes, as funding continues as
it does now. After then, we can decide where to spend the money
ourselves. Most likely the areas that currently receive the funding
from the EU – which remember is UK taxpayers’ money in the
first place – would continue to receive it in future, direct from
Westminster.
We need to identify areas where EU funding may be withdrawn,
such as scientific research, farming, students and the arts, and
ensure this is covered fully with some of our large savings from our
EU contribution. The rest could be spent on the public services.
Remaining in, or leaving the EU, is not about a trade deal. That,
however, has taken a key role in Project Fear.
Many people don't appreciate that we do not need a trade deal
to trade with countries! We do not have a trade deal now with
China, the USA, or indeed with vast chunks of the world. Likewise
they sell into the EU and so would we - outside of the EU.
If we were to leave we do not have to rush to a deal with the EU.
We could treat them like the rest of the world. People would
suddenly face cheaper prices for food and agriculture, as we would
be paying world prices. Some firms exporting to the EU might have
to face a small external tariff, but this may be more a business cost
than a hindrance to future trade. The firms that sell into the EU
would still have to adopt EU regulations for their products, just as
UK companies exporting to the US have to accept US regulations
too. But the 85% of UK firms that sell domestically would only need
in future to implement our rules and regulations, not those of the
EU.
Rather than being trapped on the escalator, Brexit would allow
the UK to take the lift to a higher level and look beyond the EU to
a global landscape

rexit versus Remain. The case to leave the European Union is
overwhelming. On June 23rd the country has the opportunity
to choose between a global Britain through Brexit versus remaining
in an inward looking, insular looking EU. It is a once in a lifetime
choice.
The current consensus that we should remain is wrong on the
benefits of staying. It is the same consensus that thought the UK
would suffer a deep recession if we left Europe's currency
mechanism in 1992. Instead Black Wednesday triggered a boom.
If that was not enough, the consensus later thought we should
replace the pound and join the euro. At that time dire predictions
were made if we did not join, one of which was that London would
lose out as Europe's financial centre. We didn't join the euro and it
proved to be Britain's biggest policy success of recent times.
Have you ever tried to walk the wrong way on an escalator? The
answer is probably no, as it is not something that a sensible person
would do. Yet, that is what we effectively do each year that we
remain in the European Union. We try to head in what we think is
the right direction, but the EU heads the wrong way.
The European Union is a political project. The escalator is
heading towards a United States of Europe. This makes many in
the UK want to leave the EU because they want to return
sovereignty from Brussels to Westminster.
The economic escalator is also heading the wrong way.
Globalisation, technology and innovation have removed economic
borders. To succeed, countries need to adapt, be flexible and
control their own destiny. We can only be like that with Brexit.
Unfortunately the response of the EU has been to become more
centralising, regulating and controlling.
The EU's economic model is no longer fit for purpose in the 21st
century. It fails to address the big economic problems it faces such
as high youth unemployment, depression in Greece and mass
migration. The EU, with seven per cent of the world's population,
also spends a massive half of global welfare spending. As we saw
during the Prime Minister's recent uphill negotiation, the EU is
reluctant to embrace reform.
It could get even worse. The EU is expected to be the slow
growth region of the world economy in coming decades.
Remaining in the EU carries considerable uncertainty because we
don't know what will happen to the euro. To paper over the
economic cracks the euro zone will have to centralise further.
Although the UK does not have to join the euro, if we remain in the
EU we will find it hard to avoid any fallout from it.
There are some groups that are disturbed about leaving the EU

B

Piece provided by Liveryman Dr Gerard Lyons.
His e-book, ‘The UK Referendum: An Easy Guide to
Leaving the EU’, is available via Amazon.
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View from Overseas
South Africa Looks To Diversify Exports - but the
grower base needs to change to enable the process
globally based retailers looking to
move into emerging
markets themselves,
a strategy of “follow
the customer as
much
as
the
country” might well
be a sensible one to
follow as US, French,
German, Dutch and
some UK retailers
look to strengthen
their position in
these markets and
take their best
suppliers with them.
How might this
How we see the world – producer development model
be achieved? In
some of our recent
work at Promar International, we have
packing, as a way to create value for their
developed a 4 stage model of how we see
business. There also needs to be a wider
horticultural producers developing over the
view of engaging with the immediate supply
next 5-10 years. This is illustrated above.
chain and beyond.
It will eventually see a broader mix of
What will see the South African fruit sector
ownership models in the South Africa, the
develop will be how quickly the industry can
use of more and a wider set of professional
move away from producers who are in
advice in the fruit production and export
Stages 1 and 2. In SA, we see relatively few
sector. This will enable it to develop further
still in Stage 1, but a good number still in
some of the new markets that are alluded to
Stage 2 – where the emphasis is on “doing
in the analysis above. The key question of
the job” and where a sense of “working
course is how is this achieved beyond merely
harder” is seen as the way to doing better in
“letting it happen” over a period of time ?
the future.
Some individuals will grasp the nettle
For a more modern, go ahead and
themselves, indeed a number of leading
progressive industry to evolve, and take
operations already have – but it will be up to
advantage of the new market opportunities,
the industry organisations, such as SATI,
be they in developed or emerging regions of
HORTGRO, SAAGA and the CGA to lead
the world, we feel that more producers need
the way and as well as keeping the standard
to be in Stages 3 and 4. The emphasis here
of technical skills at a high level, introduce
is on the more professional management of
other skill and mind sets to the South
farms and the development of other skills
African fruit industry. This will be in areas
setting apart from just being a “good”
such as leadership, vision setting, a wider
farmer. These will focus on areas such as the
appreciation of the supply chain, marketing,
development of leadership skills, and a more
environmental skills and the development of
innovative approach to growing and
highly professional farm managers who
display high levels of social and emotional
Table 1. South African Exports – Fresh Fruits and recipient markets
intelligence. This is no mean task and will
Fruit
2008
2014
Share
Share
Share Other
take time to achieve, but with more prodEurope
Africa named Markets
ucers in Stages 3 and 4 over the coming
2014
2014
2014
years, then the sky really might be the limit
Apples
358,000 tonnes
381,000 tonnes
20%
37%
43%
for the SA fruit sector.
Grapes
260,000 tonnes
298,000 tonnes
70%
0%
30%
Piece provided by
Oranges
970,000 tonnes 1,100,000 tonnes
30%
23%
47.5%
Liveryman John Giles
Soft Citrus 110,000 tonnes
150,000 tonnes
53%
21%
26%
outh Africa has been exporting its fresh
fruit to the European markets since the
late 19th century, with the UK often being
the grower’s principal target. But as with
many of the other leading fruit producers
and exporters around the world, the
opportunities in the emerging markets of
Asia, the Middle East and the Former Soviet
Union (FSU) are looking increasingly attractive. And for South Africa, it has the
added bonus of having a number of quickly
developing African markets on its (relative)
doorstep. As an example, the Continent’s
total import of apples has grown to almost
600,000 tonnes per annum. South Africa
has already gained a more than respectable
share in many of the key African countries,
whereas other international exporters such
as the US, Chile and EU member states,
have still to work out their game plan.
Nothing is impossible, however, and with
time, effort and resource, the opportunities
are potentially huge and the sky is the limit,
in some cases. At the same time, any sense
of throwing the baby out with the bath water
is unlikely to pay dividends. The real
challenge for South Africa will be to balance
its portfolio of markets to include the best of
both worlds – retaining a strong customer
base in the UK, EU and other mature
markets, as well as at the same time,
building business rapidly in more emergent
markets. For some products, the UK and EU
are still of key strategic importance and will
be for some time to come.
Looking at how South Africa has fared in
terms of exports over the last seven years
provides an indication of what has been
achieved to date, vis-à-vis the diversification
process and the scale of the challenge that
still faces the fruit industry, see Table 1.
The analysis below also shows that
markets in the EU are still of fundamental
importance to the SA fruit export sector and
will be for the foreseeable future. With

S
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FROM ORCHARD TO MARKET
TOP FRUIT NEWS
ecember 2015 was the wettest and
warmest twelfth month since
accurate records were first kept, just
over 100 years ago. Precipitation
was not a concern for the
apple growers but higher
than average temperatures meant that the
trees would not have
the necessary period
of dormancy. The
fear was that they
would be advanced in
development with increased susceptibility to frosts
at the critical blossom stage. With a lesser
population of pollinators early in the year
many were expressing concern. Fortunately in January and February temperatures returned to more seasonal norms
and the trees slowed in development.
Sales of last year’s production are on
track to finish within the time scales that
were planned. Cox have held up well in
condition and stocks will have cleared by
the time this Newsletter is published. To the
19th of March 83% of apples and 84% of
pears had been sold. Gala will remain
available until the middle of May with some
growers testing new storage techniques to
extend the season to a later date. English
Braeburn will remain available on the
market until May. Most growers are very
confident in the quality of their fruit.
Overall, the scenario is a very favourable
one. The new, late varieties will be
marketed through (in small quantities) until
July. This category includes Kanzi, Jazz and
Cameo. Interestingly, the domestic apple
season has been stretched to ten months
and with an early and late Gala variety the
gaps could be filled.
It is difficult to state precisely how many
commercial, domestic top fruit growers
there are in the UK but it will be in the
hundreds and not thousands which was
the case before the modern renaissance
began. There have been many factors
behind this decline – mainly
economic. To produce the
apples and pears that the
consumer demands and to
compete with imported fruit,
Class 1 tonnages have had to
increase
and
quality
standards improved. These

D

Kanzi - for
which there
are great hopes

necessary criteria
were not achievable by
many and growers closed
down or consolidated. What
is left is the best of the rest.
The process has incorporated
changes in portfolios, unit
layouts, orchard management,
cost controls and enormous
investments and there are still
advances to be made. Features such as
solar panels (to provide energy), rainwater
utilization using UV treatment, recycling of water
used in flotation chambers
and automation in the
evaluation, grading and
packing of fruit. The target is
to automate the whole
process reducing the need
for expensive labour and
taking subjective assessments out of the equation.
Horticulture is pursuing a
route that other industries
have implemented. All of the
technological applications
required to achieve the goal
are expensive and have to be
paid for out of the profits

obtained from the sale of the fruit.
Unfortunately, for many, the returns are
inadequate to cover the costs of the
necessary investments.
Other concerns are being expressed
with regard to the new arrangements for
wages and removal of plant protection
products. The industry has been very
responsible in reducing reliance on
chemicals but some will always be needed
to protect against pests and diseases.
There has to be a balance drawn between
utilisation, cost and environment.
Many in the industry are incensed that
tax payers’ money is being used to buy
imported fruit and vegetables in the ‘public
procurement’ process, when home grown

Opal – more widely available

is available. The view from this quarter is
that domestic supplies should fulfil the
demand from schools, armed forces,
prisons etc. Taste and quality linked to
location should be the criterion not price.
The Bramley Campaign is “going well”
according to EAP, CEO, Adrian Barlow.
Social media has played a vital role. Over
1200 chefs were contacted asking them for
their favourite Bramley recipes. There was
a consumer campaign during Bramley
Week which resulted in a huge response
and a tidal wave of comments and
exchanges on social media.
Details provided by Adrian
Barlow, CEO English
Apples and Pears, during
a telephone interview

Jazz growing in popularity and late
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A glimpse into

Food’s Future

he 15th ‘City Food Lecture’, at Guildhall
in February, took on the rather
ambitious challenge of predicting “What,
when and how will we be eating” in 2025.
The annual event, organised superbly by
the seven livery companies representing the
food industry, once again attracted a
veritable who’s who of the food supply
chain, as well as top-level representatives
from the buying, political and financial
sectors.
On the podium as this year’s lecturer was
Christophe Jouan, Chief Executive of The Future Foundation.
Braving a heavy cold to speak to
the packed venue, he looked at
ers actively monwhat he feels will be the
itoring their food
‘constants’ as the food industry
and drink intake to
caters for an evolving consumer
ensure that their
base and pinpointed what the
moments
of
main changes will be in the next
A distinguished panel
indulgence
are
nine years.
balanced with periods of relative abstinence
Jouan said from the outset that he wasn’t
– to safeguard their health and wellbeing.
about to provide the audience with an
This presents manifold opportunities to
exclusive window on specifics such as “sales
food marketing organisations too, a fact
of cabbage versus carrots in 10 years”, but
that has already not been lost on insightful
he did outline some of the trends he
panel member Judith Batchelar, director of
believes will shape this industry’s near
Sainsbury’s brand, who gave several
future.
examples of the chain’s moves to cover the
He predicted a rise in the numbers of
needs of its shoppers.
‘flexitarians’ a significant group of consumWhile data-rich mobile technology (it is
ers who want to exercise more control over
thought that 32% of consumers will use
their diet and who sit in the middle of the
healthy-eating apps by 2025) and a general
scale between vegan/vegetarian and voracattempt by both younger and older
ious carnivore. This group is consciously
consumers to live more healthily will ensure
moderating the volume of meat they
that food and the impact of food is better
consume and exploring alternative sources
understood by consumers, they will neverof protein, while adding healthier options –
theless continue to view their food as both
fresh produce among them – into their
fuel and fun. The companies that can tap
diets, he claimed.
into the mind-set and purchasing habits of
While indulgence will remain important
their better-educated, food-savvy consumer
to consumers and marketers alike, Jouan
and provide the innovative food solutions
also foresees a quickening of an emerging
that they ask for will succeed, he said.
trend in ‘offsetting’, which involves consumHe believes that convenience or immediacy will remain driving factors in consumer
minds, but that the provision of convenient
food will move further away from options
traditionally seen as unhealthy, as it caters
for what Jouan described as a “society of
sobriety”.
Although he said that description is a
little simplistic, he concluded eating
City Food Lecture at Guildhall. The Fruiterers'
decisions will become smarter and the
Master leads the procession of other
industry needs to adapt accordingly. “Food
food livery Masters
will increasingly be associated with the

T
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HRH The Princess Royal with The Lord Mayor

benefits that it brings. The way people
access food is set to be more tailored to the
moment. The big question for the people
who sell to consumers is where to target
them most effectively and for the supply
chain, there will be massive opportunity; the
key will be finding the right partners and
innovators.”
HRH The Princess Royal, Past Master of
the Worshipful Company of Butchers, gave
a closing address that was both humorous
and thought provoking. She congratulated
the organisers of the lecture for “helping
move the debate forward” and said: “The
consumer has much higher expectations,
but we know that producing food is not so
straightforward. I sincerely hope that these
Apps will also tell the people who use them
that the part of the world they expect their
products to come from has had a terrible
production year, for example.
“Convenience and cost always seem to
be at the root of the discussion, but what is
the real price we should be paying for
food?”
Piece supplied by
Liveryman Tommy Leighton

Christophe Jouan emphasises a point
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A meeting of the Livery Membership and
Communications Sub-committee

Elliot Porter & Jimmy Huddart
ready for action

here is no doubt that the demands on the
Master of any Livery Company have
expanded in the last decade. It was therefore
with some hesitancy that I approached my
year especially in the knowledge that I would
be without the expertise and knowledge of our
Clerk of 20 years. However, I have an excellent
Master’s Committee and Master’s Advisory
Panel to assist and advise and a willing and
very able Clerk, who like me is learning on the
job.
The Banquet went off well at the Mansion
House and the Post Horn Gallop amongst the
diners was quite a spectacle. My personal
thanks go Freeman Peter Thomas who
provided quite wonderful fruit to adorn the
tables and to new Liveryman William Parry
who kindly donated the delicious fruit liqueurs
which I am sure many of those present
enjoyed on a cold February evening.
The retirement of our former Clerk afforded
the opportunity to examine our procedures,
practices and administration. This reform
process began under my predecessor, IPM
Rupert Best, and continues. Our Sub Committees for Membership and Communications
and Finance, along with the Awards Council,
have been strengthened by the addition of new
members who all bring great talent and
experience to the task in hand. The
Membership and Communications Committee
have instituted improvements to the Company
website but this is work in progress and future
improvements should be expected.

T
Belazu products at Guildhall

On the social front I am
doing my very best to
keep the Fruiterers’
profile high attending
dinners, lunches or
other events with the
Lord Mayor
The Fruiterers’ Handbook has been updated
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The Company Handbook, which was not
only out of date but contained several
conflicting matters, has undergone a redrafting by Past Masters Hope-Mason, Hohnen and
Cooper. Our sincere thanks are due to them
for their efforts. In due course it will be
published.
Short though it has been so far, my time as
Master has revealed the importance of a
Company Manual to which reference can be
made on matters affecting the Company’s
governance, accountability, policies, procedures, and other terms of reference. Presently
these are found in numerous places many of
which are not easily accessible. A single easily
updated manual is required. The task to
produce one should not be underestimated;
there are some liverymen willing to assist. To
ease the burden on the few it may be that
certain tasks will need delegating amongst the
many and the information so gathered coordinated by a small group. Please contact me
if you would be willing to assist.
The Apprentice Scheme has been invigorated by a combination of Past Master Will
Sibley and a group of enthusiastic and
energetic Apprentices. This new genesis will
help them feel a greater part of the Livery and
anchor them within it. Whether their informal
committee will achieve formal recognition
within the Company remains to be debated
but, if it is, it may need to include new

HRH Prince Harry stops to admire the
Fruiterers' fresh produce
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Freeman and Liverymen under a certain age
too. Apprenticeship is only one of the routes
into the Livery, patrimony and redemption are
the others. There is no difference of principle
at the end of the election processes as to
which route is taken and there should be

Peter Thomas with Sue Handy's ballerinas
and an amazing display of produce

without the tremendous support and work of
the entire brilliant team. This opportunity
cannot be missed to thank them all.
Proceedings were watched over by the
benign and kindly eye of Past Master Tony
Redsell. My very special thanks go to Past
Master Peter Cooper who co-ordinated the
whole operation on my behalf with
enthusiasm and dedication; he was a star and
an amazing cashier! Freeman Peter Thomas
donated substantial and very good quality
fruit. His own hands packed 50 fruit baskets.
To Jimmy Huddart, Honorary Fruit Porter, for
his untiring efforts throughout. Additional,
invaluable support came from Chris and Jan
Hutchinson and the new Spitalfields Tenants’
Association while punnets of fabulous strawberries were delivered courtesy Liveryman
Michael Velasco. Peter Thomas also designed

well as other produce in handy hessian bags.
Thank you to Liveryman Sue Handy who
provided girls from her ballet school in
fantastic costumes and with wonderful hair
styles that captivated everyone; along with
Elliot they were largely instrumental in selling
every one of our fruit baskets and every bag
of Belazu products. Also a big thank you to
Wendy Brown, our Clerk’s wife, whose
charms and market skills will get her a job in
any fruit market! Last but not least to Rita, my
wife, who formed a human barrier of body
and words that prevented or embarrassed
potential buyers from passing by without
buying! If I have missed anyone out my
sincere apologies. It was a great day much
enjoyed by everyone and raised a
considerable sum for charity, which is still
being counted.

none in relation to their group formation
within the Company. New freemen and
liverymen need to feel involved just as much
as apprentices.
One of the Company objectives has been
to support the Lord Mayor. This year I initiated
support for The Lord Mayor’s Big Curry
Lunch which raises funds for the Army
Benevolent Fund. It took place on 7 April at
The Guildhall. Under the Fruiterers’ auspices
we had stalls selling fruit baskets, oils,
vinegars, preserves and strawberry gin! It was
a tremendous success and much enjoyed by
all those who participated as well as by the
general public who bought from us. HRH The
Prince Harry paid us a visit and the Lord and
Lady Mayoress were delighted with our
display and amazing effort.
None of this could have been achieved
Who could resist such tempting offers?

The Tiptree team

a barrow of fruits and vegetables for curries
that was truly a work of art. It certainly
attracted the interest of Prince Harry.
Apprentice Elliot Porter threw himself into
sales and with his smiling face and great
charm persuaded many to part with yet more
of their money; really well done. My thanks
also to Liveryman Peter Wilkin who got
Tiptree involved with their pop-up stall of
produce; their strawberry gin went down a
treat. Liveryman Charlie Hodges, whose
company Belazu donated some of their
wonderful olive oil and balsamic vinegars as

9

On the social front I am doing my very
best to keep the Fruiterers’ profile high
attending dinners, lunches or other events
with the Lord Mayor, the Coopers, Poulters,
Gardeners, Wax Chandlers, Tylers and
Bricklayers, Woolmen, and Launderers. It is
all making for a very rich cocktail and an
expanding waistline!
Any issues which concern the Company
and which you wish to raise with me please
do not hesitate to send an email:
master@fruiterers.org.uk
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Soft and Stone Fruit
BERRIES and CURRANTS
ccording to our correspondent, who is ideally situated to judge,
the berry and currant businesses continue to go from strength
to strength. Research data reinforces this assertion and clearly
demonstrates that in the UK there are both increases in demand and
penetration making the category the biggest selling in the fresh fruit
portfolio, for the Country.
During the early part of the year, Strawberries from the usual
sources of Spain and Morocco were in plentiful supply and early,
which resulted in Egyptian shipments petering out quite quickly.
Prices have been up on last year but the period has witnessed
challenges for some importers with botrytis affecting some
consignments following rain in the production areas. Domestic
supplies became available from glass in mid-March peaking around
the second week of April which corresponded with outdoor
production in the south. One Scottish grower produced the earliest
supplies on record for north of the border.
The global increase in demand for Blueberries
continues unabated and growers in potential
production zones throughout the world remain
enthusiastic to plant. Here in the UK the
conclusion of the Chilean season of supply
was problematical with quality problems and
availability. The overall yield had dropped by
over 10% which influenced shipments.
Consignments dried up by the second week in
March but arrivals from Spain and Morocco
compensated for the shortfalls. At a recent annual
meeting of the ‘Experimental Biology Society’ a
paper was read that summarised research on rats into
the effects of a blueberry rich diet on Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
symptoms. The scientists are hopeful that the positive results
obtained may be proven to apply to humans also. And elsewhere in
the world growers are always living under the adverse threat of
weather conditions. In New Jersey, (the fourth state in the US with
regard to blueberry production tonnages), temperatures have
dropped to unseasonal lows after a mild start to the year. Growers
are fearful for their yields.
Raspberry growing with sequential planting and improved
varieties has certainly been successful for UK growers who have
access to the desired stocks.

A

Spanish strawberry supplies will decline as English come on line

For the first four months of the year marketing of
Blackberries has been difficult. Mexico, the main
country of supply has been short with more of what
are available going to the US. Demand continues
to rise. One Dutch wholesaler recently expressed
the view that in 5 years there will
Two pack
as many blackberries produced
sizes of
as there are raspberries now. He
blueberries
believes that the elevation in
to cater for
demand is attributable to the
all budgets
newer varieties being sweeter
with improved flavours. Meanwhile, global marketers are
seeking to establish new sites of production which will give
the continuity of supply and quality over the course of twelve months
when dove tailed to established supply countries. South Africa and
Kenya are two that have been cited.
Here in the UK every multiple retailer is chasing after niche
berry/currant types and varieties for which they have exclusivity. That
keeps the growers and marketing organisations on their toes!
Piece produced following a telephone interview with
Dave Ashton, Procurement Director, Berry World Ltd.

Peach Relish
A fruity relish for sunnier days ahead. Serve it with roast or
barbecued meats and chicken.
4-5 ripe peaches (or nectarines), stoned and finely chopped
A small knob of root ginger, peeled and finely chopped
1 garlic clove, finely chopped
3 tbsp cider vinegar
2 tbsp caster sugar
A few basil leaves, shredded
1. Put all the ingredients except the basil in a medium sized
pan and simmer together, uncovered, for 20-25 minutes,
stirring now and then, until everything has softened.
Transfer to a small bowl to cool.
2. Stir the basil into the cold relish.

Raspberries have increased in popularity and are available
over twelve months

By Sarah Whitworth
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VIEW

FROM THE
HIGH STREET

he battle for the hearts and minds, and
let’s not forget the wallet contents, of
the UK food shoppers continues apace.
Latest Kantar figures indicate that Lidl and
Aldi are still gaining share from the
established retailers but now another name
has declared its intention to challenge the
two discounters – Iceland. Usually known
for its frozen offers the Company has openly
Consumers have such a wide range
stated it will expand several of its ranges
of fruit to choose from
which will include fresh produce. LIDL is
short for a while and became expensive as
currently the fastest-growing supermarket in
have spring greens. Interestingly the latter
a price war that continues to cut the price
have been used as a loss leader by one
of food. Sales have risen by almost 17.7%
supermarket who have been selling the
in a year while rival Aldi moved ahead by
leaves at 29p. The same company has
14.4%. An alternative study placed the
decided to sell broccoli leaves – a new
competitors’ growth performances at 16.7%
innovation – in an endeavour to reduce
and 16% respectively. Between them they
waste at the production level. It would
are opening stores at more than two a
appear that vegetables are
week and with their increasing
being used increasingly as a
premium ranges the big four are
trading point in the price war.
being forced to slash prices. At
One factor that may be a
the same time as the statistics
worry for traders securing
were announced the British
supplies from a certain
Retail Consortium revealed
west
London wholesale
that high street food prices
market
is the purported
had dropped by 0.4% over the
rent
rise
that
the tenants of
twelve months. Some good
that
market
are
facing. It
news for some other retailers
could
be
that
eventually
also emerged. A Nielsen study
Asda’s ‘Wonky Veg Box’
there will a reduction in
showed that food sales over
competition
amongst wholesalers which
Easter and Mother’s Day were up 4.2% in
may
be
to
the
disadvantage of customers.
Marks & Spencer. Waitrose also recorded a
We
have
seen
read and heard much in
good performance with food sales rising
recent
times
about
the cosmetic standards
2.9% while the Co-op has seen takings
demanded
by
retailers
that have been to the
increase by 2.1%.
detriment
of
contracted
growers and
The Newsletter’s correspondent, (an
suppliers.
This
situation
is
not
just peculiar
independent, retail greengrocer), reports
to
the
UK
but
is
a
hot
topic
in the US
that the last four months have been
according
to
a
recent
Guardian
report.
relatively straightforward with very few
Americans
are
fussy
on
what
food
looks
like
problems encountered in procurement of
which
according
to
one
source
could
be
supplies through the traditional channels.
cultural.
Because
there
is
so
much
available
Quality of produce has been good with
food US consumers can be picky from a
prices remaining relatively stable but for one
price and volume perspective. Most opt for
or two notable exceptions. Cauliflowers were
cosmetic perfection. Experiments to try and
sell wonky fruits through traditional retail
US customers expect cosmetic
outlets have met with limited success. But
perfection in
there are companies outside the grocery
volume,
industry that have jumped on the issue,
even
sensing an opportunity to combine social
with
good with business. One chain, ‘Giant
organics
Eagle’, dubbed its campaign “Produce with
Personality” selling misshapen fruit and
potatoes at five of its Pittsburgh Stores at
lower prices. This is just one of several ‘start

T
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up’ initiatives. Back in the UK Asda (owned
by American giant Walmart) rolled out its
“wonky vegetable box” in February. It
contains enough seasonal produce to feed
a family of four for a week. It must have
been a success as the project has been
extended from 128 to 550 stores a month.
At an observed retail price of £3.50 one can
appreciate the popularity. Tesco are also
selling slightly deformed vegetables of
otherwise Class I quality.

Master, Wardens and Wives on the steps
of St Paul's following the Service

United Guilds
Service
he 74th United Guilds Service was
held at St Paul’s Cathedral on Friday
11th March. Originally held in 1943 on
Lady Day, it was conceived to help lift
the spirits of the City following the Blitz.
Since then it has become an annual
event and remains one of the few
occasions on which the Livery Companies
and Guilds of the City can gather
together as a whole. As usual, the
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers were
strongly represented being led by the
Master.

T

A strong contingent of Past Masters was in
attendance
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Worshipful Company of Fruiterers’ Lewis
Award presented to Nicholas Marston
iveryman Nicholas Marston received the
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers’
triennial Lewis Award for "Distinguished
Services to the Marketing of Fresh Fruit" at
the Company’s Annual Banquet held in The
Mansion House on 8 February 2016.
Presenting the Award the Company’s
Master said “Nicholas Marston has been
outstandingly successful as MD of Berry
Gardens Ltd, the marketing business of the
grower co-operative Berry
Gardens Growers; since
1995 he has grown and
guided the business

L

Nicholas Marston
receives the Lewis
Award from the Master

from a turnover of £18 million to a current
turnover exceeding £250 million."
Before joining Berry Gardens, Nicholas'
career in the food and fresh produce
industry had included periods with Trust
House Forte, Saphir Produce, and then
Kane's Foods Ltd, suppliers of salads to the
supermarket sector, where he
turned a loss-making business
into a profitable one.
In 1998 Nicholas negotiated an agreement with
Driscoll Strawberry Associates of USA for the
Berry Gardens cooperative to grow
their proprietary
varieties in the UK;
this has proved
to be very important
for the UK industry.
Sub sequently
the

Fruiterers Conference 2017
A

one day conference looking to address
future turbulence in the fresh produce
supply chain and beyond;
For example – global issues introduced
by Rt Hon Michael Jack CBE, The
Changing Climate with Prof Bill Davies with
a discussion on the implications led by
leading growers and an applied scientist;
managing risks caused by the introduction

of the National Living Wage, Apprenticeship Levy and Auto-enrollment pensions,
Tomorrow’s marketplace – a debate led by
Liverymen John Giles and Professor David
Hughes with leading industry figures,
creating sustainable supply chains with
insight into investing in the fresh produce
industry with Dr Clive Black of Shore
Capital.

agreement was extended to include the
import into UK of Driscoll varieties grown in
USA and elsewhere; this sector has grown
to become a third of Berry Gardens
company turnover.
Nicholas was also instrumental in the
formation of British Summer Fruits, the
industry body that represents 97% of all
berries supplied to UK supermarkets. Since
1966 UK consumption of strawberries has
doubled from 700g per person to nearly
1.5kg.
The Master concluded by saying
“Through his wisdom and guidance of the
industry body and the UK's largest supplier,
Nicholas has been pivotally involved in
increasing Britain's consumption of fresh
berries. He is a most worthy recipient of the
Lewis Award for Services to the Marketing
of Fresh Fruit"
Piece provided by Dr Mike Solomon

When: 16th March 2017
Where: one Great George Street, Whitehall
The organising committee are working
to finalise the programme and secure
sponsors, more information will be on the
livery website shortly. For further information
please contact Graham Collier graham_
collier@btinternet.com Chairman of the
Awards Council or Liveryman Sarah Calcutt
Sarah@partnersinproduce.co.uk

The Fresh Careers Fair March 10th
t the instigation of the Awards Council
the Upper and Renter Wardens, accompanied by Liveryman Sarah Calcutt ventured
forth to a new careers event, delivered by
Liveryman Tommy Leighton and his team
from Produce Business UK. Delivered at the
Oval, the Livery was in good company, being
one of 27 produce related businesses looking
to engage with the next generation who may
lead our sector. They weren’t disappointed,
the room thronged with bright sparky minds,
interested in what the produce industry has

A

Past Master Will Sibley in the role of
‘Produce dragon’

to offer them; it was interesting to learn that
not all were studying anything directly related
to our sector but were looking at the transfer
of business, finance, marketing and culinary
skills. Past Master Sibley was also on hand
in the role of a ‘produce dragon’ listening to
pitches from candidates demonstrating what
they could bring to our industry, an
impressive bunch they were too! Liveryman
Professor David Hughes was also in
attendance and kindly provided words of
wisdom for the aspirants to absorb.

Professor David Hughes
provided words of wisdom
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Tommy Leighton finished his report with
this statement, which all those who
supported the day can only agree with.
‘I love this industry and it is always a
pleasure to be part of days when we get
together under one banner – whether we
think about it like that or not! Lots of young
people had their perceptions of the produce
industry changed for ever last Thursday - that
can only be good news for the future and
we're already looking forward to the FCF
next year’.

The Upper Warden, Sarah Calcutt and the
Renter Warden at the Fruiterers’ stand
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A Helping Hand for St Mary’s
art of the Master’s annual allocation of
funds from the Company’s Charitable
Trust is devoted to City Institutions. The list
is published each December in our
Newsletter.
One of the regular beneficiaries is St Mary
Abchurch, our “adopted” church.
This year the amount paid was increased
but sent to ‘The Friends of the City
Churches’. They, in turn, have decided to
give all of our donation to St Mary Abchurch
for a specific project.

P

In the Church there are a number of
ledger stones, some of which need
repairing. A ledger stone is an inscribed
stone slab, usually laid in the floor of the
church to commemorate or mark the place
of burial of an important deceased person.
Many English parish churches contain
ledger stones. Over 250,000 are thought to
exist to this day, mostly attributable to the
late-seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Why not have a look when you are next in
the City? The Church is open on weekdays.

St Mary Abchurch

Piece provided by
Past Master David Hohnen

Justice Antonin Scalia
ustice Antonin Scalia died on
13th February 2016 at Shafter in
Texas. He was an Associate Justice
at the Supreme Court of the United
States from 1986 until his death.
Originally appointed by President Ronald
Reagan he was a highly respected and
influential individual in the US Judiciary.

J

When Past Master Donald Cryan
led a party of Fruiterers to
Washington in 1999 on a tree
planting visit, the party had the
good fortune of meeting
with Justice Scalia.
Justice Scalia with Master Cryan
and Pamela Cryan in Washington

Pancake Day
Races
A

strong Fruiterers’ Team turned out on
Shrove Tuesday to compete in the
annual ‘Pancake Day Races’ organised by
the Worshipful Company of Poulters. It was
comprised of the Master, Gerry Edwards,
Harry Abdy-Collins and Pippa Whitehead.
The course, as usual, was laid out on the
quadrangle of the Guildhall. Despite energetic, credible and determined endeavours
by every competing Fruiterer we came away
without laurel leaves. But, as usual, runners
and spectators all enjoyed a fun morning.

Pippa Whitehead in full flight

Harry, ready
for the 'off'

The Fruiterers’ Team at Pancake Day Races

13
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Obituaries
Ron Parker
onorary Freeman Ron Parker passed
away on February 22nd after a long
illness. He was one of the most influential
characters in the UK fresh produce
industry, particularly in the days when the
multiple retail sector began to make its
mark in the 1970s and 1980s.
He was responsible for Tesco’s fruit
operation as volume and choice grew
across an increasing number of stores.
At the same time, Ron was a member of
the board of the Produce Packaging and
Marketing Association, the trade organisation which brought closer contact
between supermarkets and both large UK
growers, their co-operatives and
associations. He was also admitted to the
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers as an
Honorary Freeman at Audit Court on
22nd May, 1997.

H

On retirement it could be argued that
his industry role became even stronger,
as he took on the chairmanship for many
years of the voluntarily funded Fresh Fruit
and Vegetable Information Bureau
(FFVIB), which was a consumer information point for the media and public who
wanted to discover more about their
fresh produce. The FFVIB was also
responsible for launching and building
awareness for the Five-a-Day campaign,
which is recognised nationwide.
Ron was described by one who knew
him well as an individual who had a great
interest in the workings of the industry as
a whole. He was a practical observer but
was always respectful of the combination
of skill, time and effort shown by the
producers he met. Never forgetting his
earlier career when he worked for a chain
of specialist produce retailers, before the
advent of the supermarkets, and always

Garden
of the

Year

aerhays Castle Estate in southern
Cornwall is the coastal home of
the Williams family and its 140 acre
garden won the 2016 ‘Historic Houses
Association/ Christies Garden of the
Year’ award.
The gardens originated from the
work of plant hunters in China at the
start of the 20th Century. They are the
home of a Plant Heritage National
Collection of Magnolias which
comprises of over 600 species and
hybrids.
Our Clerk has made arrangements
through the owners thoughtful
auspices for a Fruiterers’ visit on
Thursday 30th June, during which
there will be the accustomed tree
planting. The Clerk has released
details so if you wish to attend
reservations are advisable.

C
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judging the claims of quality through the
eyes of the final customer – the
consumer.
Ron leaves his wife Shelagh, their two
children and grandchildren.
His funeral took place at Western
Cemetery, Cheshunt on Friday 26th
February.
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City of London Briefings
For any Liveryman who has not attended a City of London Briefing
and is in two minds whether to apply ask a fellow Fruiterer who has
attended. You will always receive a very positive response because
the evening provides an interesting and valuable insight into the
workings of the City. They are aimed particularly at new Freemen
and Liverymen, but wives, husbands and partners are also welcome.
Liverymen and Freemen of longer standing who have not previously
been to a Briefing are also encouraged to attend. The dates of the
2016 briefings are given here. It is necessary to attend one of these
briefings, held at the Livery Hall, 71 Basinghall Street, Guildhall,
before being clothed in the Livery.

They are:Wednesday 5 October / Wednesday 2 November
Application should be made at www.liverycommitteecourses.org.uk

From the Chairman of the Livery
Committee.
Dear Clerk,
Herewith the latest edition of the
ELPRQWKO\/LYHU\%ULHÀQJIRURQZDUG
distribution to your Livery, please.
This edition includes a summary
of those topics discussed at the
meeting of the Livery Committee on
9 September 2015, together with an
update on more general subjects of
interest to liverymen.
The content draws heavily on the
News pages on the Livery Committee
website ZKHUH\RXFDQÀQGGHWDLOV
and links to a host of livery related
information. If you wish to post any
item on the site (please aim for
between 50-150 words), please email
me at nrpullman@btinternet.com
Thank you.
Nigel Pullman
Livery Committee

NEWS
Election of Sheriffs
At Common Hall on 24 June, Dr
Christine Rigden (Constructor) and
Alderman Charles Bowman (Grocer)
were elected as Sheriffs of the City
for 2015/2016. The new Sheriffs will
WDNHRIÀFHIROORZLQJWKHLUDGPLVVLRQ
at a ceremony at Guildhall on 28
September.
Livery Committee: Elections and New
Members
At the recent meeting, Nigel Pullman
(Leatherseller) was re-elected as the
Chairman for a further year, and Ian
Seaton CC (Girdler) as his deputy.
Following their appointment at
Common Hall on Midsummer Day,
three new members of the Livery
Committee were welcomed to their
ÀUVWPHHWLQJ7KH\DUH$OGHUPDQ
William Russell (Haberdasher,
representing the Court of Aldermen),
Mr Chris Twyman (Clerk to the PainterStainers’) and Mr Russell Vaizey (Clerk
to the Dyers’) each representing the
Clerks’ Association. They will serve
for three years. A full list of all 20
members of the Committee may be
found at:
http://www.liverycompanies.info/
livery-committee/membership.html
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NEWS

At each of the three Livery
Committee meetings held each year,
the chairman submits a written report.
These reports are now published at
http://www.liverycompanies.info/
livery-committee/reports/
Cornhill Aldermanic Election
On 8 September, Alderman Sir David
Howard resigned from the Court of
Aldermen on approaching his 70th
birthday later this year. Sir David, who
served as Lord Mayor in 2000/2001
represented the Ward of Cornhill on
the Court of Common Council for a
total of 43 years, spending the last
29 years as its Alderman. His term of
RIÀFHZLOOHQGRQ2FWREHUZKHQ
he retires from public service. A
Wardmote will be held on
12 October, with a poll to determine
his successor on 13 October in the
event of a contested election.
Apprentices
The Prime Minister has outlined
plans to increase the number of
quality apprenticeships and give
businesses a say on how they are
run. More information can be found
at this link. The Department for
Business Innovation & Skills (BIS)
invited responses to these proposals,
and the Livery Companies Skills
Council (LCSC) has submitted
IHHGEDFNZKLFKUHÁHFWVVRPH
concerns that Livery Companies may
have about their long and historic
apprenticeship schemes (as well as
their contemporary ones). You may
read the LCSC response to BIS here.
Livery Companies Apprenticeship
Scheme (LCAS): Progress
Report (abridged)
The LCAS was set up to provide
apprenticeships in skill areas related
to the Livery, with government
funding of £1.1m. In total, 58
apprentices were successfully placed
across 18 different skills, of both one
and three year durations. Those on
a one year apprenticeship are now
completing their training and will
UHFHLYHFHUWLÀFDWHVIURPWKHLU/LYHU\
Companies and LCAS.
The LCAS project has been a success
story but also a learning curve for
those involved. It has attempted to
provide a set of standards for those
engaged with the training of young
people. Whilst the bureaucracy
triggered by the pilot has not been
welcome it has forced the creation
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Livery Briefing is produced monthly and contains details of interest
for City Liverymen. To view please note the following website
address: http//:www.liverycompaniesinfo/library/livery-briefing

he essential dress accompaniment for all occasions.
Made to a high quality standard displaying the Company’s
Coat of Arms. Boxed Set £65 from the Clerk.
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TerraceFruits.com
TerraceFruits.com provide beautiful plants for beautiful gardens. Our range of hand picked fruit plants are specially selected

for growing on and around the Terrace and Patio.
xAlmond

xFigs

xPeaches

xApricot

xGrapevines

xPlums & Gages

xCherry

xMedlars

xQuince

xCitrus

xNectarines

xMulberry

At TerraceFruits.com we provide expert help and guidance in selecting the best fruit plants for your terrace and garden.
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Obituaries
Hugh Burman Lowe
ugh Lowe passed away on the
20th December 2015 after a
short illness. He was a giant in the
horticultural world, became a Fruiterer
in 1972 and had served as an
Honorary Assistant.
Born in 1933 and raised in the
village of Box he was the son of
Frances Marjorie Lowe, the daughter
of a Kent fruit grower. He attended
Dauntseys School where many of his
fellow pupils came from farming
families. He left at the age of 15 to
learn the practices of agriculture
under the tutelage of his grandfather
Bernard Champion at Barons Place,
Mereworth. He later became an
apprentice at Court Lodge Farm, West
Peckham which he bought.
His National Service was spent in
the Royal Artillery and subsequently
joined the Territorial Kent Yeomanry.
He established many close friendships
there, particularly Hugh Kelsey, a
fellow Kent fruit grower. His daughter,
Marion Regan, recalls a story told by
Hugh about those days in the army.
Once he fell asleep during a lecture on
the procedure of how to discipline a
junior officer. This was a stimulus that
determined him to always manage
people so that disciplinary action
became unnecessary. His fairness and
clarity in man management can be

H

traced back to that one incident. He
left the services in his twenties due to
the ill health of his grandfather and
took over the running of the farm.
He married Alison Fife in 1958, the
daughter of a local farmer who shared
Hugh’s interest in beagling, and they
had two daughters Fiona and Marion
both of whom became fruit growers.
During the two decades of the 60s
and 70s he built his business into a
well-respected and innovative fruit
growing business specialising in
strawberries. But he also maintained
a keen interest in all aspects of
agriculture.
He became an innovator in soft
fruit marketing establishing Kentish
gardens with Don Goodwin and other
eminent Kent growers. This successful
enterprise now trades as Berry
Gardens. Hugh was the first secretary
and second chairman and promoted
its expansion to national status.
In the eighties Marion joined her
father and it was incorporated as
Hugh Lowe Farms Ltd in 1990. He
retired in 1995, moved to Dorset and
began 20 happy years living in Cerne
Abbas.
He married his second wife Angela
and enjoyed helping to bring up
another pair of step-daughters,
Catriona and Cindy.

Hugh Burman Lowe

He attended Fiona’s son William’s
passing out parade at Sandhurst in
2015, one of his five grandchildren.
Although handing over the reins of
Hugh Lowe Farms on his retirement
he remained chairman until his death.
He also became the first chairman of
East Malling Research when it was
privatised. His long and varied career
saw him appointed to many positions
of respect both in County and research
activities for which he had a passion.
Hugh was a great supporter of the
Fruiterers and was awarded the
prestigious ‘Ridley Medal’ in 2011.
A memorial service was held on
22nd January at St Mary’s Church,
Cerne Abbas, Dorset.

Owen Kelly
iveryman Owen Kelly aged 92
who was admitted to the
Freedom in 1963 sadly passed away
in the autumn of 2015. Owen was a
chartered accountant who was well
known to many wholesalers in the
old Covent Garden Market.
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ditor’s thanks. To Past Masters Will Sibley (for his sponsorship) and Eric Fraunfelter (for his donation)
which have financed this Newsletter.
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